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Persistent currents in carbon nanotube based rings
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Persistent currents in rings constructed from carbon nanotubes are investigated theoretically. After studying
the contribution of finite temperature or quenched disorder on covalent rings, the complexity due to the bundle
packing is addressed. The case of interacting nanotori and self-interacting coiled nanotubes are analyzed in
detail in relation to experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Carbon nanotubes are micrometer-long hollow cylind
with nanometer scale radii, and electronic properties stron
depending on their geometrical helicity.1 As promising tools
for building up nanoscale electronic devices,2,3 nanotubes
also allow one to challenge the well established comm
theories of mesoscopic physics. Recently, many works
quantum transport in these systems have revealed puz
properties resulting from the mixing between their nano
eter and micrometer combined length scales.4–8

Nanotubes are very particular in the sense that they li
between small molecular systems such as benzene-type
molecules, and mesoscopic systems such as metallic or s
conducting wires. In the former entities, basic electronic c
duction properties are entirely monitored by the high
occupied–lowest unoccupied molecular orbital~HOMO-
LUMO! gap and discrete features of the spectrum, wher
quantum wires may manifest, apart from ballistic transp
band conduction, allowing quantum interference phenom
whenever the full coherence of the wave function is ma
tained over a reasonable scale.

In metallic single wall nanotubes, at the charge neutra
point there exists some evidence of a Luttinger liquid beh
ior, namely, that electron-electron interactions are stro
enough to deviate the electronic status from Fermi liqu9

Besides, a recent work shows that the tube-tube interac
between different nanotube layers is able to induce a tra
tion from the Luttinger liquid to a strongly correlated Ferm
system or a Fermi liquid.10 However, other results on scan
ning tunneling spectroscopy11 are fully interpreted in terms
of the independent electrons model indicating the importa
of screening effects.

Rings of single-walled carbon nanotubes have been s
thesized experimentally.12,13 Depending on the circumfer
ence length of the ring, a transition fromn-type semicon-
ducting to metallic behavior was observed experimenta
~from ;60 to ;1 mm),14 and further discussed
theoretically15. Magnetotransport experiments on rings ha
0163-1829/2003/67~16!/165420~9!/$20.00 67 1654
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also been performed,16 manifesting negative magnetoresi
tance and weak electron-electron interactions in the low te
perature regime. However, no clear Aharonov-Bohm eff
was found, in opposition with the properties of the mul
walled nanotube~MWNT! case.17,18

An applied magnetic fluxF is known to induce ring cur-
rents in molecules,19 and persistent currents~PCs! in mesos-
copic rings.20 In fact, every thermodynamic functions of th
system areF0-periodic functions of the flux, whereF0
5h/e is the flux quantum. An investigation of PCs the
yields valuable information to understand both quantum
herence and dephasing rates.21,22 These nondissipative cur
rents are intimately related to the nature of eigenfunctions
isolated rings and their flux sensitivity.20 The manifestation
of F0 periodic oscillations of the magnetoresistance or p
sistent currents is a generic feature that depends on the
gree of disorder and the employed averaging procedure.20,21

Let us introduce a dimensionless fluxf5F/F0. For nonin-
teracting electrons, the total current at zero temperatur
calculated by the following expression:

I pc52(
n

]en

]F
52

1

F0
(

n

]en

]f
, ~1!

with the summation running up to the last occupied ene
levels. At a finite temperatureT, all the states participate
formally to the total free energy, and

I pc~T!52
1

F0
(

n

] f n

]f
, ~2!

with

f n52kBT lnF11expS eF2en

kBT D G , ~3!

whereeF is the Fermi level andkB the Boltzmann constant
In ballistic mesoscopic rings, a perfect agreement betw
theory and experiments has been reported,23 differently to
diffusive systems~i.e., the mean free pathl e becomes smaller
©2003 The American Physical Society20-1
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FIG. 1. The cyclic boundary conditions in th
nanotorus produces a confinement, responsible
the sampling of the first Brillouin zone of the
SWNT. At left a zoom of the vicinity of the cross
ing points is drawn, the vertical solid lines repre
sent the sampling at zero flux, and the dot-dash
lines the sampling for a nonzero flux. At right, th
resulting discrete electronic levels is plotted as
function of the dimensionless fluxf. ~a! The
HOMO-LUMO gap of the type I nanotorus van
ishes at zero flux. Application of a magnetic fie
opens a gap by shifting the sampling of point
~b! The pattern for the type II is more involve
since two crossing of levels occurs during th
evolution of the flux.
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than the ring circumferenceL ring), for which the discrepancy
between the theoretical and the experimental values of
(I pc

theor.;1022I pc
expt.) remains an open controversy, wit

electron-electron interactions,24,25 confinement effects,26 or
nonequilibrium phenomenon22 as possible explanations. Pe
sistent currents in a Luttinger liquid were analyzed in R
27.

The goal of the present work is to establish to whi
extent the intrinsic features of carbon nanotubes based
geometries~helicities of individual tubes, tube-tube intera
tion, . . . ! are reflected on the persistent current patterns
the coherent regime, neglecting electron-electron inte
tions.

II. PERSISTENT CURRENTS
IN A SIMPLE CARBON TORUS

Different works have been published recently on the m
netic properties of simple carbon tori,28,29 both formally
based on a tight-binding~TB! approach. In this paper, th
same model is used. It consists in a finite length (n,m) nano-
tube ~containingN primitive cells! curled up onto a torus
Such a torus will be referred to as (n,m)3N. If the circum-
ferenceL ring of the torus is long enough, the effect of th
curvature on the electronic properties is weak and the to
logically equivalent system of a straight nanotube with pe
odic boundary conditions keeps the essential physics.
band structure of this straight tube is calculated with the z
folding technique,1 keeping only one electron per site an
assuming a constant hoppingg0 between the first neighbor
ing sites. The resulting flux dependent Hamiltonian is

H52g0 (
i , j ( i )

u i &^ j uexp~ iw i j !, ~4!

w i j 52pS zj2zi

L ring
Df, ~5!
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whereu i & and u j & are thep' orbitals located on site, whos
positions along tube axis are calledzi and zj , and f
5F/F0 is the dimensionless magnetic flux. Since the ri
containsN primitive cells, the first Brillouin zone is sample
for a number N of k points, equally separated byDk
52p/L ring , and the linearization of the band structure ne
the Fermi points implies that the energy level spacing
DE5hvF /L ring . In this case, the magnetic fluxF through
the ring acts just as a dephasing rate on the electronic lev
i.e. the sampling ofk points in the first Brillouin zone is
shifted aboutdk5Dkf.

As reported by Lin and Chuu,28 there are two kinds of
metallic carbon tori. If the Fermi moment is zero, or if th
numberN of cells is a multiple of 3, then the torus possess
a vanishing HOMO-LUMO gap at zero field~type I!. If the
Fermi moment is nonzero, and the number of cells is no
multiple of 3, then the torus is sorted onto type II, with
nonvanishing gap at zero field. On the other hand, a se
conducting carbon torus do not exhibit any flux depend
effect.30

The physical origin of the persistent currents is the cyc
boundary condition of the electronic system, leading to
sampling ofk points in the Brillouin zone. Figure 1~left!
shows this sampling in the vicinity of the Fermi energy, a
the resulting discrete spectrum of electronic levels. The
plication of a magnetic flux dephases the sampling a
moves these levels linearly~Zeeman effect! because eachk
point is related to a magnetic momentum. The linearf de-
pendence of the individual levels is shown in Fig. 1~right!.
The resulting persistent currentI pc(f), obtain by summing
the contribution of each occupied level, is a set of affi
functions of the magnetic flux, as shown in Fig. 2. For t
type I level withT50, it is

I pc~f!5I 0~2122f!, ;fP@21/2,0@ , ~6!

I pc~f!5I 0~122f!, ;fP]0,1/2], ~7!

and for the type II level,
0-2
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I pc~f!5I 0~2122f!, ;fP@21/2,21/3@ , ~8!

I pc~f!522I 0f, ;fP] 21/3,1/3@ , ~9!

I pc~f!5I 0~122f!, ;fP]1/3,1/2], ~10!

with the valueI 0 given by

I 052NcevF /L ring , ~11!

with Nc the number of available channels at Fermi lev
Nc52 for metallic nanotubes. Hence, the slope of the fu
tion I pc for metallic carbon nanotori is determined by i
length only. The reason why the functionI pc is not analytical
at the pointsf50 andf561/3 is a crossing of eigenene
gies at Fermi level~in Fig. 1, right!, which provokes a sharp
diamagnetic-paramagnetic transition. This work is mai
devoted to the first category of carbon nanotori. SinceI pc(f)
is a periodic and odd function, it can be written down a
Fourier serial like

I pc~f!5 (
n50

`

bn . sin~2pnf! ~12!

with bn the nth harmonic:

bn52E I pc~f!. sin~2pnf!df ~13!

FIG. 2. I pc(f) for the two cases I~a! and II ~b!. The origin of
the diamagnetic-paramagnetic transitions are the crossing of le
seen in Fig. 1.I 0 is given by Eq.~11!.
16542
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III. EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE AND DISORDER

In order to investigate the evolution ofI pc, with different
physical parameters, such as static disorder or electr
temperature, the behavior of two typical currents is analy
hereafter. The first one is the quadratic flux-averaged cur

Jquad5AE
21/2

11/2

I pc
2 ~f!df, ~14!

and the second is the absolute value ofI pc for the quarter of
the quantum flux, which is related to the intensity of the fi
harmonic:

J1/45UI pcS 1

4D U. ~15!

We first analyze the effect of temperature on the intensity
PCs. Here, we still assume that the phase coherence le
Lw is much larger thanL ring , so that the system remains full
described by the eigenfunctions of its Hamiltonian. The el
trons are independent and the effect of temperature is to
duce a distribution of the occupancy aroundeF , within kBT.
I pc(f) is given by Eq.~2!. As shown in the left part of Fig.
3, the effect ofT is a smoothing of the sawtooth shape of t
PCs, which became fully analytical functions. This mea
that the harmonics of higher order are the first to be affec
by temperature. On the right side of Fig. 3 is plotted t
evolution of the typical currents versus the temperature. T
behavior is simple: below a critical temperatureT* the func-
tion Jquaddecreases slightly andJ1/4 is a constant. Above the
transition, both are exponentially damped. The effect ofT on
the PC of linear chains or one-dimensional~1D! free elec-
trons systems has been investigated by Cheunget al.,31 who
demonstrated that for every shape of band structure, a t
perature transition can be defined as

T* 5
DE

2p2
, ~16!

whereDE5h.vF /L ring is the level spacing at Fermi energ
When T.T* the functionI pc(f) is fairly approximated by
its first harmonic, and since this harmonic is the last to
affected, the typical currents decrease drastically after
transition.

It is worth to noting that the behavior of such tubul
system is exactly the same that a linear chain or 1D f

els
s-
-
for

s

FIG. 3. Left: Temperature effect on the persi
tent I pc(f). Right: Semilog plot of the tempera
ture dependent typical currents. As happens
the linear chain of atoms~Ref. 31!, these currents
exhibit a transition temperature, namely,T* ~see
the text!, from which the intensity decrease
exponentially.
0-3
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electrons systems. This effect is due to the small numbe
channels available in a carbon nanotube (Nc52). In fact, no
effect on the radius of the nanotube occurs. In that se
defect free metallic nanotubes behave like real o
dimensional systems.

We turn now to an analysis of the effect of a quench
disorder on the persistent current, with a particular focus
the typical value of the averaged current, in order to comp
the results with established theories. To discuss the effec
a conduction mechanism on persistent currents, static d
der is simulated by a random modulation of the on-s
energies.32 Particular attention is paid to the behavior of P
close to the transition between ballistic and more localiz
conduction regimes. Since the application of this static d
order breaks the translational symmetry, the whole struc
~and no longer a single unit cell! is conserved to solve th
eigenproblem. As a generic case of metallic tubes the (6
armchair nanotube~radiusR.2.58 nm) is considered. Th
length of the tube is 75 unit cells, implying a perimeter
aboutL ring.18.4 nm, and a single particle level spacing
Fermi energyDE.0.205 eV. Randomly fluctuating on-sit
energies are added to the formerf-dependent TB Hamil-
tonian ~4! like

H5(
i

«~ i !u i &^ i u2g0 (
i , j ( i )

u i &^ j uexp~ iw i j !, ~17!

where w i j is given by Eq.~5!, and «( i ) is the randomly
modulated on-site energy of theith atom. The range of the
on-site energy fluctuation is@2W/2,W/2#, whereW is the
disorder strength. This modulation enables to tune an im
tant physical transport length scale in nanotubes, namely
electronic mean free path which given by~for the armchair
(n,n) nanotubes4,5!

l e.6A3naccS g0

WD 2

, ~18!

whereacc51.42 Å is the distance between two carbon ato
of the honeycomb lattice. Since this formula derives from
Fermi golden rule, it should be valid in the limit of wea
scattering and for Fermi energies close to the charge neu
ity point. An important feature, which is not common
mesoscopic wires, is that, in first approximation, the me
free path scales with the diameter.

In mesoscopic systems, the quantityl e discriminates be-
tween three different physical conduction regimes: the b
listic motion for l e.L ring , the diffusive regimel e,L ring ,
and the localized regime wheneverj.Ncl e,L ring .33 A
single level of energyen carries a currentI n(f). In the dif-
fusive regimes of mesoscopic systems, the typical cur
carried by this single levelJtyp

(n) reads31,34,35

Jtyp
(n)5A^I n

2~F!&W,Lring
;

ADEc

F0

, ~19!

where^•••& denotes the average value over disorder stren
and system length, andI n

2(F) is the flux-average current
The typical total current has been found to be of the orde
16542
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Jtyp5(
n

Jtyp
(n);

Ec

F0
5

evFl e

L ring
2

, ~20!

where Ec5\D/L ring
2 5\vFl e /L ring

2 is the Thouless energy
~diffusivity constant isD). Differently, the effect of disorder
on persistent current remains a complex nonelucidated p
lem in the ballistic limit.36

To extract the effect of disorder on persistent currents,
thus follow theirW dependence. A first observation is th
both behaviors ofJquad andJ1/4 are reminiscent of the tem
perature dependent patterns. We plot theW dependence of
the two typical currents in Fig. 4~a! for a number of random
disorder configurations, and the resulting average. The
havior of J1/4 is particularly illustrative since its flux depen
dence is mainly dominated by the first harmonic. We a
plot, in Fig. 4~b!, the dependence ofJquad andJ1/4 upon the
equivalent mean free pathl e(W), that is given by Eq.~18!.
Both are exponentially damped as soon as 2l e,L ring which
corresponds toW>1.833g0.

For smaller disorder, behaviors become more difficult
interpret within the framework of conventional theory. For
diffusive regime, one would expect an averaged persis
current following ;evFl e /L ring

2 so reduced by a factor o
; l e /L ring with respect to the ballistic case. This would yie
a (g0 /W)2 dependence of the amplitude with disord
strength. However, from our results, the damping ofJ1/4 and
Jquad are much smaller, especially forl e,L ring . It is indeed
rather difficult to extract theW dependence in the ballisti
regime, since all harmonics respond differently to a giv
disorder strength. Actually, as long asnLring, l e , the har-
monic of rank n remains nearly unaffected by disorde
whereas harmonics withnLring.2l e are exponentially
damped. In conclusion, except from strong disorder ca
persistent currents in covalent rings of carbon nanotubes
weakly sensitive to disorder and their amplitude remain cl
to that of the clean ballistic case.

IV. FROM A SIMPLE TORUS TO A BUNDLE

The systems studied in the preceding sections are us
to understand the physical phenomena in carbon nanotu
but seem far to be a reliable representation for describing
full complexity of nanotube based rings. The bonding nat
of the closing of the ring of single walled nanotub
~SWNTs! has been suggested either to be covalent12 or of
Van der Waals type.13 In any case, the synthesized rings a
constituted by SWNTs closely packed in bundles. They c
tains from tens to hundreds of individuals nanotubes, wh
interaction are likely to control electronic pathways along t
ring.

The study of these complex system is difficult due to t
large number of involved carbon atoms. First, the bun
packing effect will be scrutinized@drawn in Fig. 5~a!#. Our
goal is to understand how relevant is the Van der Waals
teraction between rings and how it affects the persistent
rent patterns. Second, following some experimen
observations,13 imperfect tori made with a curled nanotub
@as shown in Fig. 5~b!# will be under consideration. Thes
0-4
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FIG. 4. ~a! Semilog plot of the typical currentsJquad ~up! andJ1/4 ~bottom! vs the disorder strength. The dashed lines describe diffe
disorder configurations, their average is identified by the bold line with circles.~b! Log-log plot of the typical currents as function of mea
free pathl e , given by Eq.~18!. The transition from a ballistic~small W, long l e) to a more localized~largerW, short l e) is pointed out by
a vertical line, at whichW yields L ring52.l e .
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two models allow one to envision the bundle effect on la
ring systems.

The study of persistent currents, when a torus-torus in
action is turned on, is done by constructing a model o
bundle. This consists of sticking two of these obje
~namelyA andB), and allowing them to interact with anad
hoc potential. This tube-tube hopping, that we callg1, was
optimized to reproduce correctly the electronic properties
3D graphite37 or MWNTs.38 Such a tube-tube interaction be
tween two tori is believed to affect the shape or the inten
of I pc(f) in various ways. The Hamiltonian is now

H5HA1HB2g1(
^ i ,p&

~ u i &^pu1up&^ i u!exp~ iw i j !. ~21!

HA and HB are the Hamiltonians@Eq. ~4!# of the non-
interacting rings, andu i & ~respectivelyup&) is a p' orbital of
the A ~respectivelyB) torus. The phasew i j is given by Eq.
~5!, and the secondary hopping integral is

FIG. 5. ~a! A complex ring made of two interacting carbo
nanotori.~b! A coil shaped carbon nanotube.
16542
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g15Vint expS d2d

l D , ~22!

whered denotes the relative distance between the two si
We take the valueg052.9 eV, which allows the TB mode
to fit experimental data.39 The other parameters areVint
50.36 eV,d53.34 Å, andl 50.45 Å. To simplify the com-
parison with precedent sections,g0 is kept as the energy unit

It is important to note that the two subsystems are forc
to have the same circumference, hence the field corresp
ing to F5F0 is the same in the two cases. If there a
multiple correspondences between the magnetic flux
field, and theF0 periodicity is ill defined. As such a situatio
may happen, we should avoid it to extract the effect of
tube-tube interaction. The choice of the subsystems is t
restricted to equivalent helicities@e.g. two armchair tubes
two zigzag tubes, two (3n,2n), etc.#. The distance between
the tube walls is fixed to.3.4 Å .

Our calculations show first that a semiconducting tube
no effect on the persistent current of a metallic one. We
imagine the distribution of states of the interacting tori
two quasicontinua under interaction. The resulting quasic
tinuum, which is the set containing all the eigenstates of
total system, is a mixing of the eigenstates of each nonin
acting subsystem. However the mixing rate is proportiona
d(e i2e j ), wheree i ande j are the two considered eigenva
ues of each free torus. Hence coupling within the gap of
semiconducting torus happens. Moreover, the persistent
rent in the metallic torus is carried by the levels aroundeF ,
where the semiconducting tube does not have any state;
the persistent current of the complex system is equal to
persistent current of the free metallic torus.
0-5
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Interesting cases arise whenever two metallic tori are
teracting. The studied bundle is made of two~7,7! tori con-
taining 84 primitive cells~they are type I tori, with a degen
erated Fermi level!. By varying the relative orientations o
the two tubes before curling them, and since the interac
g1 depends upon the geometry of the two subsystems,
ferent cases of interaction schemes are explored. As show
Fig. 6~a! and 6~b!, the tube-tube interaction induces
HOMO-LUMO gap at zero flux, and breaks level degene
cies. The flux-dependent evolution of the discrete lev
shows that several crossings between eigenstates are d
by increasing magnetic flux, until the pattern returns to
original configuration whenF5F0. Since the value of the
discrete energy levels changes from one orientation to
other, the different level crossings induce modifications
the shape ofI pc(f). However, the slope of the current
which depends on the circumference and the Fermi velo
only, is unaffected. In Fig. 7 is shown the functionI pc(f) for
the two former cases and for the free tori is shown. Hence
all cases, the tube-tube interaction will reduce the typi
persistent current when compared to the isolated torus.

Obviously, the precedent system is far to be a gen
case, since the chosen torus is one of the highest symm
Moreover, each subsystem is just the mirror image of
other one. The effect of incommensurability is then a
dressed considering two different metallic SWNTs, w
similar diameter@the (7,7) and (11,2) have same radii a
the length cell of the latter is exactly seven times the len
cell of the former#. After checking that the magnetic prope
ties of the (7,7)384 torus are exactly the same as t
(11,2)312 torus the study of the bundle composed by o

FIG. 6. Discrete levels of two interacting tori, as function
flux. ~a! Two (7,7)384 tori. The tube-tube interaction induces
lifting of degeneracies.~b! Two (7,7)384 tori, with different ori-
entation.~c! A (7,7)3841(11,2)312 noncommensurate system.
is fairly similar to the non-interacting case~see Fig. 1!. ~d! A
(11,2)3121(2,11)312 commensurate system.
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(7,7) torus containing 84 periods and one (11,2) torus c
taining 12 periods is made. In this case even though the
is by definition L ring periodic (L ring52.07 nm here!, the
disorder-free bundle becomes quite different from the pre
ous cases since there is now incommensurability at s
scale. The resulting discrete levels are plotted as a func
of the flux in Fig. 6~c!. Close to the charge neutrality, th
evolution of the levels is very similar to those of the sing
torus. Then, in the incommensurate case, the tube tube i
action is not able to open a HOMO-LUMO gap, and t
persistent current~also shown in Fig. 7! is roughly equiva-
lent to twice the one of the free torus.

Consequently, in this case, the tube-tube interaction co
act as a static disorder, with a modulation strengthW
5^g1&;g0/10. As discussed in Sec. III, this range of diso
der induces no relevant perturbations on the persistent
rents, and explains why the PCs of noncommensurate tor
not affected by tube-tube interactions.

Finally, a last check is done. The Fig. 6~d! shows the
discrete levels of the (11,2)1(2,11) structure. A splitting of
levels is present, and is of the same order of magnitude
that of the (7,7)1(7,7) case. This means that the physic
reason of absence of perturbation of PCs is an effect of s
range incommensurability and is not intrinsic to the under
ing chirality.

V. COILED NANOTUBES

In this part we are concerned with coiled nanotub
These structures are imperfectly closed nanotori, which
rolled up with finite length nanotubes. The two ends of t
nanotube are sticked through a van der Waals interaction
shown in Fig. 5~b!. The circumference of the curled syste
L ring is necessarily shorter than the length of the uncur
structure; otherwise sticking is impossible. The length of
sticking area is noted asLstick, while the distance betwee
the two tubes’ ends isdstick. Of course, these three param
eters can vary within a given bundle and, depending on th

FIG. 7. Flux dependent persistent currents, for the same cas
Fig. 6. The shapeI pc(f) for cases~a!, ~b!, and ~d! is due to the
crossing of levels at Fermi energy. The noncommensurate struc
~case c! behaves similarly to the free tori.
0-6
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relative values, different patterns ofI pc(f) will result.
If we restrict the working space to theup'& orbitals, the

electronic Hamiltonian takes the following expression:

H5H02g1(
^ i ,p&

~ u i &^pu1up&^ i u!, ~23!

with H0 the Hamiltonian of the uncurled structure, andg1
defined by Eq.~22!. Now the sum runs for the orbitalsu i &
~respectivelyup&) located on the right~respectively left! ex-
tremity of the nanotube. Since the second part is clearly
important than the first it can be seen as a perturbation. T
means that the most relevant part of the Hamiltonian
scribes an uncurled finite length nanotube. Such kinds
structures have been intensively investigated during the
years.40–42 They exhibit a ‘‘particle-in-a-box’’ behavior
which implies an important interplay between the to
lengthL ring1L stick, chirality, and HOMO-LUMO gap prop-
erties: the gap is zero when the Fermi moment is nonz
and the number of primitive cells within the structure is 3q
11 ~i.e., corresponding to the type I tori!, otherwise the gap
is nonzero~corresponding to the type II tori!. The principal
difference from the torus is that the rotational symmetry
lost, and the resulting electronic pathways around the r
are completely driven by the intertube hopping at the edg
The probability of hopping from one extremity to the oth
one will then depend on the geometry of the eigensta
aroundeF , then upon the length and the chirality of the us
nanotube.

Calculations were done on the~5,5! nanotube, with open
ends. The parameterd stick monitors the interlayer hopping
value, sinceg1 depends on the distance@Eq. ~22!#. As shown
in Fig. 8 ~top!, the results show that the intensity ofI pc(f) is
weakly dependent on the parameterd stick, whereas the shap
is not affected. The dependence on the sticking lengthLstick
is drawn in Fig. 8~bottom!, keepingL ring constant, showing
the resonances according to the ‘‘particle-in-a-box’’ mod
The shape is strongly dependent on the length—or the n
ber of unit cells—of the curled tube: adding one unit c
could switch the response from diamagnetic to paramagn
and if the length is resonant~the gap is minimal!, the func-
tion I pc(f) is quasiF0/2-periodic. In all cases, the intensit
of PCs is one order of magnitude lower than in the id
case.

VI. SLATER-KOSTER APPROACH

Until now, our study of the electronic properties of nan
tori was limited to up'& orbitals only. This approach is
equivalent to the zone folding technique. We know that t
model presents some discrepancies compared to more re
calculations. More precisely, the curvature needed to roll
the sheet onto a tube, and the resultings2p mixing, are
responsible for a gap opening in the band structure of all
nonarmchair metallic nanotubes, and for a light shifting
the Fermi momentkF of armchair nanotubes, that keep a re
metallic behavior. Although these modifications are not sp
tacular, they directly affect the states just around the Fe
level. Since these states are carrying a persistent curren
16542
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need to studyI pc(f) for nanotori described by a more acc
rate approach than the zone folding technique.

Calculations were done with an orthogonal tight-bindi
Hamiltonian with a Slater-Koster description of the hoppi
integrals. The parameters used are those of Louie
Tománek,43 but trials with Charlier-, Gonze-Michenaud44 pa-
rameters give the same results. The gap of metallic na
tubes is estimated as.0.106 eV, that is very large compare
to the level separation for zone folding methodDE
52pvF /L. At the scale of this energyDE, the ‘‘metallic’’
nanotubes behave exactly like insulators: the magnetic

FIG. 8. Flux dependent persistent currents induced in co
nanotubes. Top: Evolution with respect todstick for fixed Lstick and
L ring . Bottom: Illustration of the effect of increasingLstick while
keepingL ring anddstick unchanged.
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FIG. 9. Comparison of persis
tent currents obtained for the~9,0!
nanotorus with the zone-folding
method~thin lines! and the Slater-
Koster approach~thick lines!.
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induced current is small, as shown in Fig. 9 for a~9,0! based
nanotorus.

However, the armchair nanotubes preserve band cross
at Fermi level, which means that armchair based nano
~and only them! will still exhibit persistent currents. How
ever, the Fermi momentkF is no longer located at two-third
of the Brillouin zone; hence the concept of type I and
nanotori~with crossing of levels whenF50, or not! loses
its meaning. All the nanotori possess a nonvanish
HOMO-LUMO gap for zero flux, and the crossing of leve
does not happen exactly at the valueF56 2

3 F0. As a con-
sequence, there are more level crossings at charge neut
point within the @2F0/2,F0/2#, as shown also on Fig. 9
leading to a stronger weight of the higher harmonics in
Fourier spectrum. Compared to the zone folding results,
can then expect an increased sensitivity of the induced
rent, with temperature or disorder.

VII. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this work, a study of persistent current in nanotu
based rings has been presented. It was first pointed out
disorder and temperature diminish the persistent current
nanotori in a similar fashion as they do in 1D systems,
suming a Fermi energy at the charge neutrality point. F
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Bâtiment Boltzmann, Place Croix du Sud 1, B-1348 Louvain-
Neuve, Belgium.
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